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This paper considers an algorithm for calculating a statistical similarity criterion for space launch vehicle
(SLV) system development conditions in the form of the ratio of the dispersion  ellipsoid volumes at the test stages
under comparison (ground tests and full-scale tests). The criterion is calculated using the principal components
method, which has some limitations in input data preparation. For example, the covariance matrix may be dis-
torted due to large unnoticed outliers in the data or due to an inappropriate normalization, or the sample matrix
may be negatively definite. To overcome these limitations in input data preparation, normalization, scaling, and
the use of “complete samples” are proposed. Normalization calls for some experience in its use to account for
outliers in the data so as not to get a negatively definite covariance matrix due to a nonlinear relationship between
the data. Scaling is used when the input components have different dimensions, but since vectors are not invariant
under scale change, the relationships between the input data may be distorted, as a consequence of which the
problem of transformation of the covariance matrix into a correlation one may arise. When using “complete sam-
ples”, a maximum possible fragment of the input data matrix is set off (by deleting the columns with missing
parameter values or replacing a missing value of an attribute with its arithmetical mean value over the available
realizations). Normalization reduces the effect of data outliers, scaling rules out a negatively definite sample
matrix, and “complete samples” allow one to avoid both limitations involving source data preparation in the
principal components method.

The statistical similarity criterion for SLV system development conditions, which characterizes the “prox-
imity” of ground and flight tests, allows one to optimize the SLV development process by reducing test duration
and cost.
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